10 COMMON
CHARTING PATTERNS
And how to trade them using
Options and MINIs.
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INTRODUCTION
Technical Analysis is the art of looking at the historical price of a stock and studying
how it reacted to events in the past.

Using charts, we can look at the momentum of a stock over a period of time with the
view of predicting its future movement.

Technical Analysts believe that what has happened in the past is most likely to
happen in the future. By interpreting charts and patterns, traders are able to
identify opportunities to and make decisions to enter, exit or staying in a trade.

By having the ability to identify a pattern which has been formed by a stock
consistently over time, there is a high probability that the movement of that stock
will follow the same movement as it has within that same formation historically.

Technical Analysis is:
• Looking at charts of price and time movement.
• Finding patterns that have appeared historically and that are likely to occur in
the future.
• Determining market cycles and trends.

This eBook is designed to help you understand many of the common charting
patterns that can be seen in the market, and describes how a share typically reacts
within each pattern.
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By trading Options and MINIs, there are strategies which can be considered for
trading these patterns and examples of the patterns frequently seen in a rising,
falling and sideways moving markets.
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THE ANATOMY OF A CHART
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OHLC CHARTS
The OHLC price bar represents one day of trading, and shows the open price, lowest price, highest price and the close (or current) price within that day.
By showing the share price range, it lets traders analyse movements and give them an accurate idea about what happened that day. It is also helpful to spot
opportunities and trends.

OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE PRICE BAR
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CANDLESTICK CHARTS
Candlesticks charting was invented by the Japanese back in the 17th Century and they were invented to analyse the price of rice. They were introduced into modern
technical analysis by Steve Nison in his book Japanese Candlestick Charting Techniques. Candlesticks contain the same data as a normal bar chart but highlight the
relationship between opening and closing prices.
A long green candle means the buyers are in control for that day. A long red candle means the sellers are in control for that day.
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LINE CHARTS
Line charts are a simple way of viewing price movements, especially over longer timeframes as it provides an easy to read and simple view of price movements over
time. It is especially useful in identifying support and resistance levels and trends for a stock.
The data shown in a line chart is usually the close price for each day.

TREND LINES

AN EXAMPLE OF A LINE CHART
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A trend is when the share price of a stock moves
either up, down or sideways over a period of time.
When it comes to technical analysis, trends are one
of the most basic forms of technical analysis that
anyone can apply.
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A common way of determining a trend is, first of all,
to look at a chart of a stock over a specific period.
When you do this and you see that the share price
starts at the bottom left hand side of the chart and
finishes at the top right hand side of the chart you
will then find, in most instances, that the trend is up.
Also, when looking at your chart and you see that
the share price starts at the top left hand side of the
chart and finishes at the bottom right hand side of
the chart then, in most instances, the trend is down.
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UPTREND
An uptrend occurs when a stock makes consecutive higher highs and higher lows,
resulting in a price advance which trends higher. Each new low is higher than the
previous, and often each new high is above the previous high. Uptrend lines gain
more validity each time the share price touches but does not penetrate the uptrend
line. An uptrend remains a trend until this series of higher highs and higher lows is
broken.

SUN (Suncorp) OHLC 26.11.2013

The daily OHLC (open high low close) chart to the right depicts an uptrend on SUN.
The uptrend line can be seen in blue, demonstrating the trending highs and lows
which form the up-trending line. Each time we have seen SUN fall back to the uptrending support line it has bounced off and has then risen again. This can be seen
over a period of approximately eighteen months.

HOW TO TRADE AN UPTREND
There are certain ways that one could consider trading the possible continued
uptrend on this stock. Prior to trading this we would need to see the stock hold the
longer term up trend line.
For those of you who understand options perhaps a Bull Call or a Bull Put could
be appropriate strategies to take advantage of the upward movement and or time
decay. You could also consider a mini long or straight call that would profit from
movement up only. Alternatively one could take a short position to capitalise on any
anticipated movement down when confirmation of a break of uptrend has been
established.
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DOWNTREND
A downtrend occurs when a stock makes consecutive lower highs and lower lows,
resulting in a price decrease which trends lower. Each new low is lower than the
previous low and more often each new high is below the preceding high. Downtrend
lines gain more validity each time the share price touches but does not penetrate the
downtrend line. A downtrend remains a trend until this series of lower highs and
lower lows is broken.

QBE (QBE Insurance) OHLC

The weekly OHLC (open high low close) chart to the right depicts an downtrend on
QBE. The downtrend line can be seen in orange, demonstrating the downtrending
highs and lows which form the down-trending line. Each time we have seen QBE rise
back to the down-trending resistance line it has bounced off and has then decreased
again. This can be seen over a period of approximately 4 years.

HOW TO TRADE A DOWNTREND
There are certain ways that one could consider trading the possible continued
downtrend on this stock. Prior to trading this we would need to see the stock hold
the longer term downtrend line.
For those of you who understand options perhaps a Bear Call or a Bear Put could be
appropriate strategies to take advantage of the downward movement and or time
decay. You could also consider a mini short or straight put that would profit from
movement down only. Alternatively one could take a long position to capitalise on
any anticipated movement up when confirmation of a break of downtrend has been
established.
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UPTREND BREAKDOWN
The daily OHLC (open high low close) chart to the right depicts an uptrend on RIO.
The uptrend line can be seen in blue, demonstrating the trending highs and lows
which form the up-trending line.

RIO (Rio Tinto Limited) OHLC 08.10.2013

Each time we have seen RIO fall back to the up-trending support line it has bounced
off and has then risen again. This can be seen over a period of approximately three
months however, over the last five trading days we have seen a downside penetration
of the rising trend line, which is depicted here.
What this signals is the end of the up-trend and this can be a technical sell signal on
the stock in anticipation of a further fall.

HOW TO TRADE AN UPTREND BREAKDOWN
There are certain ways that one could consider trading the anticipated move however
typically this type of breakdown in trend would signal the end of an up-trend and
suggest the closure of any long positions on the stock.
Alternatively, one could take a short position to capitalise on the anticipated
movement down when confirmation of a break of uptrend has been established.
For those of you who understand options perhaps a Bear Call or a Bear Put could be
appropriate strategies to take advantage of the downward movement and or time
decay. You could also consider a mini short or straight put that would profit from
movement down only.
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DOWNTREND BREAKDOWN
When a trend-line is broken it may indicate a change in direction and the momentum
of the stock or index.

QBE (QBE Insurance Group) OHLC 08.10.2013

Typically, when a stock is in a trend we generally trade the price action in the direction
or momentum of the trend until indicated otherwise. Where the price action moves
against the underlying trend we often refer to this as a ‘break-down’ of the trend. This
is typically a bearish sign if the previous trend were up or a bullish sign if the previous
trend were down.

HOW TO TRADE A DOWNTREND BREAKDOWN
Recent price action on QBE would suggest that a breakdown of the downtrend has
occurred as can be seen on the weekly OHLC chart below. QBE’s share price has
been steadily falling over a time-frame of approximately 5 years from mid-2007 as
evidenced by the downward sloping orange line. You will see that every time it rose
back to that level of the line it then fell again. Recently we’ve seen the share price
break up through that line and then beyond the horizontal line or sideways channel
formation. This would indicate a clear break down in the trend and would suggest
that it is no longer relevant and presents a change in trend.
There are many ways that you could trade or invest in QBE if you were able to form
a view based on the analysis provided. Due to the longer duration in our technical
analysis we would be more likely to consider this stock and pattern for investment
purposes if we now had a bullish view. Of course, this would also require some
fundamental analysis on the stock. For traders, this would simply imply that perhaps
we would be reluctant to consider ‘shorting’ the stock in the near-term given the
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change in momentum recently. We would then look for pattern within the
pattern to give us entries for trading smaller movements.
Based on the chart and analysis provided, if you now had the view that QBE was
likely to rise further over time you could consider buying the stock outright to
not only capitalise on potential gains in the share price but also dividends. As
a derivatives specialist we often utilise ‘mini longs’ in this type of scenario to
reduce the funding cost and provide a little leverage.
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CHANNELS
Channels provide one of the most accurate methods from which to
trade in any market.
By encasing an equities price movement
into two parallel trend lines, as traders
and investors we can then determine
points from which to buy and sell.
This technique is a valuable tool for any
trader and investor to predict future
price movements.

AN EXAMPLE OF SIDEWAYS CHANNELS MOVEMENT

Generally, a channel must consist of four
contact points for it to be considered
tradeable which would include a trend
line connecting at least two highs and
another parallel trend line connecting at
least two lows.
More contact points typically enhance
the reliability of the channel.

In the context of technical analysis, a
channel is defined as the area between
two parallel trend-lines and is often
taken as a measure of a trading range.

SOME STANDARD CHANNEL TRADING RULES ARE
•
•
•
•

When the price hits the top of the channel (resistance), sell your existing position and/or take a short position.
When the price is in the middle of the channel, hold or do nothing.
When the price hits the bottom of the channel (support), add to your existing position, cover your short and/or go long.
There are exceptions to these rules and they are only relevant until the channel formation is broken.
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ASCENDING CHANNEL
An ascending channel has an upward gradient with an increase in the share price
over time.

WOR (Worley Parsons) OHLC Chart 01.10.2013

HOW TO TRADE AN ASCENDING CHANNEL
There are many ways that you could trade both directions within a channel formation. In this case the share price is close to the top of the channel. Whilst you
would most likely wait to make sure that the stock failed the resistance level
at the top of the channel, an opportunity for a short trade could present itself.
For those of you who understand options, perhaps a calendar ‘Bear Call’ or a ‘Bear
Put ’ could be appropriate strategies to take advantage of a move down and/ or time
decay. Otherwise, you could look at a mini short.
Typically though, in an ‘ascending triangle’ formation you would usually look for more
bullish trades, once a bounce off support occurs, given that the stock is in up-trend.
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DESCENDING CHANNEL
A descending channel is comprised of two parallel lines, which have a downward
gradient over time.

NCM (Newcrest Mining) OHLC 03.12.2013

HOW TO TRADE A DESCENDING CHANNEL
Each time we have seen NCM fall back to the downtrend support it has changed
direction and has then risen. Similarly, when the stock has risen to the up-trending
resistance it has reversed, all over a period of around 3 months.
There are many ways that you could trade a potential fall to support within the
channel formation on NCM. Whilst you would most likely wait to make sure that the
stock failed the support level at the bottom of the channel, a break out of the channel
could provide an opportunity for a short.
For those of you who understand options, perhaps a calendar ‘Bear Call’ or a ‘Bear
Put ’ could be appropriate strategies to take advantage of a move down and/ or time
decay. Otherwise, you could look at a mini short.
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SIDEWAYS CHANNEL
A descending channel is comprised of two parallel lines, which have a downward
gradient over time.

STO (Santos) OHLC 03.12.2013

HOW TO TRADE A SIDEWAYS CHANNEL
There are many ways that you can trade around the channel formation. In this
instance provided we could wait to see if the stock fails resistance at $15.50 and
looks bearish again. If this were the case we could trade the expected move down
from resistance within the channel formation.
Alternatively, if the stock hits support at $14.50 then we may consider a bullish trade.
A protected written strangle could also be a consideration if a view was formed that
at expiry the share price would be within this range. Whilst the price action is in the
middle of the range we would stay out and reassess a trading opportunity closer to
the support or resistance lines
At TradersCircle, not only do we utilise stock trading as a means to capitalise on these
movements but we also look at derivative strategies such as with options and/or mini
warrants.
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ASCENDING TRIANGLE
An ascending triangle is typically a bullish charting pattern that we use to identify
potential momentum in a stock.

ORI (Orica) OHLC 06.11.2013

It is formed when an uptrend line converges to meet a level of resistance which is
usually a horizontal line.
Generally, when a stock breaks out of an ascending triangle and breaks through its
resistance it will move quite rapidly in the direction of the breakout for a number of
days on higher volume traded. As traders we look for these breakouts for opportunities
to enter new trades or as confirmation to stay in existing bullish positions.

HOW TO TRADE AN ASCENDING TRIANGLE
Only if and when the share price breaks the resistance line will we look for a bullish
entry signal that follows our trading rules. It is important to follow a set of rules
when trading the market to have a consistent approach; it is proven that a constant
mechanical approach to trading is often more successful over time. In strategy
choice we need to consider: how far we believe the share will move before it finds
resistance?, How long we want to be in the strategy? How much risk there is and how
much we can spend on the trade?
If we had a bullish view of a stock (where the share price broke through previous
resistance) there are many ways that we could take advantage of the situation. We
could buy the stock to take advantage of any rises it may have.
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Alternatively, there are many derivative strategies that we can consider when
trading an expected move which includes both options and warrants. We
can use these to create leverage and trade either a bullish or bearish outlook
which could prove to be handy as the situation plays out. It also allows us to
take advantage of small expected movements in the underlying share price.
If the pattern fails and the stock doesn’t break through resistance and falls
down through the up-trending support, normally speaking we would disregard
the opportunity.
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DESCENDING TRIANGLE
Typically, the ‘Descending Triangle’ formation is a predictor of a bearish
movement and would give a trader and short entry or an investor an exit signal.
A descending triangle is the bearish counterpart of an ascending triangle.

NCM (Newcrest Mining) OHLC 06.11.2013

A descending triangle is created by drawing one trend-line that connects a series of
lower highs and a second trend-line that has historically proven to be a strong level
of support.
Because of its shape, the pattern can also be referred to as a right-angle triangle. If
both lines were extended right, the descending trend line could act as the hypotenuse
of a right triangle. If a perpendicular line were drawn extending up from the left end
of the horizontal line, a right triangle would form.
The descending triangle is a very popular tool among traders because it clearly
shows that the demand for an asset is weakening, and when the price breaks below
support, it is usually a clear indication that downside momentum is likely to continue
or become stronger. The most common price targets are generally set to equal the
entry price minus the vertical height between the two trend-lines.

HOW TO TRADE A DESCENDING TRIANGLE
The weekly OHLC (open high low close) chart below depicts a descending triangle
on Newcrest Mining (NCM) as indicated by the trend-lines in blue, demonstrating
the down-trending lower highs and bounces off support at around $20.90. The
stock price is nearing support once again and is currently trading at around $21.80.
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At this point, the next move is to wait and see if the stock breaks the support or
continues to remain inside the pattern.
There are many ways that you could trade this type of pattern should it break
down through support which would indicate further bearishness.
As a derivatives specialist we often utilise bearish option positions or mini shorts
in this type of scenario to capitalise on the fall in share price. As the stock falls,
the value of our trade increases which ultimately leads to a profit.
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PENNANT
In the context of technical analysis a pennant is a charting pattern that we use to
identify potential momentum in a stock. It is easily recognisable as it is made up of
2 trend-lines and is formed when two counteracting trend-lines converge to create
a flag-like formation indicating consolidation. The volume at each period of the
pennant is also important. The initial move must be met with large volume while
the pennant should have weakening volume, followed by a large increase in volume
during the breakout.

WOW (Woolworths) OHLC 02.07.2013

Generally, when a stock breaks out of a pennant we would expect the share price to
move quite rapidly in the direction of the breakout for a number of days. Typically,
this move is in the direction of the underlying or main trending formation.
The weekly OHLC (open high low close) chart here is demonstrating the development
of pennant pattern on WOW. The trend-lines are in orange, demonstrating the uptrending long-term trend and the counter-trending downtrend which converge and
meet to create the pennant. You will also notice that the stock has broken out of the
pennant over the past trading week and has moved moderately in the direction of the
underlying or overriding trend which happens to be up. So, in this case the stock has
continued to respect the longer-term trend which is what we would typically expect.

HOW TO TRADE A PENNANT
Typically, only if and when the share price breaks out of the pennant should we
attempt to trade it. In the example provided we would potentially look at entering a
‘bullish’ trade which is a position that profits from a share price rise.
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There are many strategies that we can engage to capitalise on an expected
move in a shares price. We can also use derivative products to either create
additional leverage or reduce exposure. Some of the products that we look at
are options and warrants which we can use to create leverage and trade either
a bullish or bearish outlook.
Given this, both of these instruments could prove to be a useful tool to trade an
anticipated move up on Woolworths.
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WARNINGS AND IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Any advice contained in this communication is general only and does not consider your objectives, financial situation or needs,
and you should consider whether it’s appropriate for you. If you are thinking about acquiring a financial product, you should
consider our Financial Services Guide (FSG) at www.traderscircle.com.au and the relevant Product Disclosure Statement (if there
is one available) first.
Trading options is not suitable for everyone. There is a risk that you can lose more than the value of a trade or its underlying
assets. You should only act on our recommendations if you are confident that you fully understand what you are doing.
Past returns do not reflect future returns, and it is also possible to make significant losses. We employ expert traders and use
strategies that maximise returns and minimise risk. However, there is always a risk of loss when trading and investing.
This is general information, and is not prepared for your specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs. Consult
a licensed investment adviser before making investment decisions. TradersCircle Pty Ltd, ABN 65 120 660 497 is a corporate
authorised representative of Emerald Financial Group Pty Ltd, AFSL number 241041.
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